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Multi-Rendezvous is a powerful communication mechanism that allows a group of processes
to execute an event in a synchronous way. Besides the multi-synchronous property, MultiRendezvous has an exclusive property which requires no more than one group to execute
their events simultaneously, if they share a common process. It is not a trivial task to implement Multi-Rendezvous in a network system. The implementation has to maintain the
properties mentioned above, be fair and make progress. Some highly abstract speciﬁcation
languages have employed Multi-Rendezvous to enhance the speciﬁcation power of the languages, e.g., LOTOS, a speciﬁcation language for communication protocols and distributed
systems. Coterie is a communication structure which has been used in solutions for many distributed problems such as mutual exclusion, replica control, and distributed consensus. Our
previous work has shown that coterie can also be used for solving implementation problem of
Multi-Rendezvous, with O(N 1.5 ) message passes. In this paper, we propose a communication
structure called l-chain-coterie, as a generalization of coterie, and a more eﬃcient distributed
algorithm for implementing Multi-Rendezvous based on the structure with O(N 1+1/l ) message passes. Our algorithm is fully distributed and does not use manager processes and
auxiliary resources.

mechanism.
To really beneﬁt from the Multi-Rendezvous,
Multi-Rendezvous has to be implemented in a
network environment which only has a one-toone message passing mechanism. The implementation of Multi-Rendezvous in a network
environment is not a trivial task. The problem is to design a distributed algorithm that
decides which group of processes should execute their event in order to guarantee the multisynchronous and exclusive properties. The decision made by the distributed algorithm has
to be fair and make progress. Fairness means
if a group of processes try to participate in an
enabled event inﬁnitely often, the event will be
eventually executed☆ . Progress means when an
event is enabled, either the event or some conﬂicting event will eventually be executed.
There are several works on implementation
of Multi-Rendezvous in a network environment.
The distributed algorithm proposed by Gao and
Bochmann requires O(N 2 ) message passes 2) .
The solution by Sisto et al. requires only O(N )
massages 3) . However it uses a binary tree
structure and messages are sent to the root of
the tree for making a decision. Therefore this
approach is not fully distributed.
Chandy and Misra ﬁrst pointed out that

1. Introduction
Multi-Rendezvous is a communication mechanism which extends binary rendezvous that
has been suggested for CSP and Ada. MultiRendezvous has Multi-Synchronous and Exclusive properties. Multi-Synchronization means
that a group of processes interact with each
other to participate in the execution of an event
at the same time. Generally, there are more
than one group of processes in a distributed
system. Exclusion means that no more than
one group execute their events simultaneously,
if they share a common process.
Some highly abstract speciﬁcation languages
have employed Multi-Rendezvous to enhance
the speciﬁcation power of the languages. For
example, LOTOS 1) , a high level speciﬁcation
language for OSI communication protocols, services, and other distributed systems, incorporates Multi-Rendezvous as its communication
mechanism. Proposals for distributed programming such as Script 13) and Interacting Processes (IP) 14) also employ a Multi-Rendezvous
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For the deﬁnition of enabled event, see Section 2.
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the problem of implementing Multi-Rendezvous
is associated with synchronization and exclusion problems 4) . They described the MultiRendezvous as a committee coordination problem and proposed an elegant algorithm to implement it. In their algorithm, auxiliary resources are used to implement synchronization
and exclusion. That is, for every event in the
system, a special process called a coordinator
is postulated and a fork is used between two
neighbor groups of processes 4) .
To improve Chandy and Misra’s algorithm,
Bagrodia proposed an event manager algorithm 5),6) to avoid using the forks. However,
the event manager algorithm uses a circulating
token to solve the exclusion problem. The token is circulated around all event managers sequentially, so it is not a completely distributed
one.
In this paper, we propose a distributed algorithm with O(N 1+1/l ) message passes, where N
is the number of processes in the network and l
is an integer not less than 2. Our algorithm is
completely distributed and it does not use manager processes and auxiliary resources. We propose a communication structure called l-chaincoterie, which is a generalization of coterie.
The proposed algorithm is based on the l-chaincoterie and a counter -based method to solve the
implementation problem of Multi-Rendezvous.
Coteries are a kind of communication structure which have been used in many distributed
problems, such as mutual exclusion 7) , replica
control 8) , and distributed consensus 9) . Coteries can also be used for solving the implementation problem of Multi-Rendezvous (for example see Cheng, et al.16) ). The the lower
bound of message complexity for implementation of Multi-Rendezvous based on coteries is
O(N 1.5 ), because processes have to achieve consensus on their local synchronous conditions
to maintain the multi-synchronization property,
and lower bound for achieving consensus based
on coteries is O(N 1.5 ) 9) , under the condition
that the load and responsibility of every process is the same. The l-chain-coterie, proposed
in this paper, provides a more eﬃcient solution, whose message complexity is O(N (1+1/l) ).
When l = 2, the l-chain coterie is reduced to
coterie.
k-coterie is another kind of generalization
of coterie proposed for solving the k-mutual
exclusion problem eﬀectively 11),12) . k-coterie
is not suitable for implementation of Multi-
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Rendezvous. This is because every process in a
process-set has to send (directly or indirectly)
its local synchronous conditions to all other
processes in the process-set to maintain the
multi-synchronization. The intersection property of k-coterie cannot guarantee there is a
communication path between an arbitrary pair
of processes. Recently, weighted k-quorum systems are proposed for solving k-mutual exclusion problem 15) . The k-quorum systems can
also be used to solve the implementation problem of Multi-Rendezvous, since the intersection
of any pair of quorums is not empty and a pair
of processes can communicate with each other.
Because the k-quorum systems are quorum systems, solutions based on it are as eﬃcient as
coteries.
Section 2 gives a precise description of the
problem and the deﬁnition of l-chain-coterie.
Section 3 presents our solution to the problem.
In Section 4, properties and complexity of the
distributed algorithm are given. Section 5 contains our conclusions.
2. Network Model and Problem Description
2.1 Network Model
In this paper, we use a connected and undirected graph, to represent a network, with
N processes and a link between each pair of
processes. There is no centralized controller,
shared memory, or global clock in the network.
The processes communicate with each other
only by exchanging messages through the links.
Messages sent by a process over a link will arrive at another process in the sequence as they
are sent, after an unpredictable but ﬁnite delay.
We assume that messages can be transmitted
independently in both directions on a link and
there is no error with respect to processes and
links in the network.
2.2 The Problem
Roughly speaking, Multi-Rendezvous is a
communication mechanism which considers a
set of processes participating in a set of events.
For the formal deﬁnition of the MultiRendezvous problem, we follow Bagrodia’s
We denote the set
approach 5) basicly.
of processes in the network by P =
{p1 , p2 , · · · , pi , · · · , pn } and the set of events by
E = {e1 , e2 , · · · , ek , · · · , em }. Each process may
participate in an event of a subset of E. The
set Ei ⊆ E of events, which pi may participate
in, is called pi ’s event-set. Each event is partic-
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Table 1

pi

pj

e!V1

e!V2

e!V

e?x : t

e?x : t

e?y : u

Synchronous conditions.
Synchronous
conditions
value(V1 ) =
value(V2 )
value(V )
in domain(t)
t=u

Interaction
kinds
value
matching
value
passing
value
generation

ipated by some processes. The set Pk ⊆ P of
processes which participate in event ek is called
ek ’s process-set. Events ek and ej conﬂict with
each other, if their process-sets have at least
one common process, i.e., Pk ∩ Pj = φ. We
assume, in this paper, that the elements of Ei
and Pk don’t change during the execution of the
algorithm.
A process pi is in either idle or active state. In
active state, pi is participating in an event ek or
is doing some local work independent of other
processes. pi is said to be active for an event ek
or some local work, if it is participating in ek or
is doing the local work. In idle state, pi waits
for participating in any one of the events in Ei .
Process pi participates in an event ek only when
all other processes in Pk will also participate in
ek (synchronous property). An idle process may
participate in at most one event at any time.
A process pi autonomously changes its state
from the active one to the idle one. However,
pi changes its state from the idle one to the
active one, only if it participates in some event.
Otherwise, it remains idle.
An event is enabled, disabled, or executed.
An event ek is enabled if and only if all processes in Pk are idle and these processes satisfy
synchronous conditions; ek is disabled if there
exists some pi ∈ Pk such that pi is activefor an
event ej (j = k) or synchronous conditions on
the event are not satisﬁed. Intuitively, an enabled event ek means that every process in Pk is
waiting for others and conditions on data types
and values exchanged by these processes in the
communication are agreed with each other.
The speciﬁc synchronous conditions depend on languages which incorporate MultiRendezvous. For example in LOTOS, there are
three kinds of synchronous conditions as shown
in Table 1 (see Ref. 1) for detail). In this paper, we use the denotations of synchronous conditions in the table. Our method can be applied
to other languages with simple modiﬁcation.
For any pair of pi , pj ∈ Pk the above synchronous conditions need to be satisﬁed in order
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for ek to be enabled. Here e!V is a structured
event. “e” is an event name. “!V ” is a parameter of the event, representing a value. Similarly,
“?x : t” is a parameter representing a variable
x and its type t.
An event ek is executed if and only if each
process in Pk has decided to participate in ek .
Note that an enabled event ek may not be executed, since a process pi in Pk may have more
than one enabled event in its event-set Ei , and
pi may decide to participate in another enabled
event el .
Our task is to devise an algorithm which arranges an idle process to participate in an enabled event, with the following properties being
satisﬁed.
Synchronous property☆ : A disabled event
can’t be executed.
Exclusive property: Events in conﬂict can’t
be executed simultaneously.
Fairness property: If an event becomes enabled inﬁnitely often, the event will be eventually executed.
Progress property: If there is an enabled
event, either the event or at least one of its conﬂicting events will be executed eventually.
3. The Distributed Algorithm
3.1 Communication Structure
3.1.1 l-chain-coterie
In this paper, we use l-chain-coterie as communication structure, for solving eﬃciently the
implementation problem of Multi-Rendezvous,
specially for maintaining the multi-synchronous
property.
A naive method for maintaining the multisynchronous property is that each process sends
its local synchronous conditions to all other processes in the same process-set and each checks
whether the conditions are matched with others. This method requires O(N 2 ) messages and
one round of message exchanges.
A coterie-based method is as follows☆☆ . Every process sends its local conditions to processes in some quorums, whose size (the number
of processes in the quorums) is O(N 0.5 ). On receiving messages carrying the local conditions,
each process checks whether they are matched
☆

☆☆

We use “synchronous” to mean “multi-synchronous”
hereafter.
A coterie is a family of subsets (called quorums) of
processes, such that every pair of subsets have at
least one common process, and no subset contains
another subset.
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Fig. 1

Intuitive view of l-chain-coterie.

or not, and lets the processes in the quorums
know the checking result. Although two rounds
of message exchanges are required, in order for
all processes to know whether their conditions
are matched or not, this method reduces the
message complexity to O(N 1.5 ), under the condition that the coterie is symmetric.
Our purpose is to further reduce the message
complexity by reducing the size of quorums,
though more rounds of message exchanges are
required.
Definition 1 (l-chain-coterie)
Let P be a set of processes. A l-chain-coterie
(abbreviated to LCC) is a family of nonempty
subsets of P , such that both the following properties are satisﬁed.
(1) Intersection property: Let k be an integer
such that 1 < k ≤ l. For every pair s1 , sk ∈
LCC, there are si ∈ LCC (1 < i < k), such
that s1 ∩ s2 = φ, · · · , si−1 ∩ si = φ, · · · , sk−1 ∩
sk = φ.
(2) Minimality property: ∀si , sj ∈ LCC, si 
sj and sj  si .
An element of LCC is called a quorum. ✷
Intuitively, there is a chain of quorums for
any pair of quorums, as shown in Fig. 1. If
we consider every quorum is a vertex and there
is edge between a pair of quorums which have
a common process, The maximum length of a
chain in a l-chain-coterie is l − 1.
Lemma 1 A message sent by a process pi
can arrive to another process pj , by at most l
rounds of sending and receiving messages, using
l-chain-coterie as communication structure.
Proof: Process pi can directly send its message to all processes in the union of quorums
which pi belongs to. The message can be forwarded (propagated) by those processes in the
quorums. Because of the intersection property
of l-chain-coterie and that the maximum length
of a chain between a quorum containing pi and
a quorum containing pj is at most l − 1, the
message will arrive to pj by at most l rounds of
sending and receiving messages.
✷
Definition 2 (Communication set)
Process pi ’s communication set denoted by
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Ci is the union of quorums, which pi belongs to, excluding pi itself. Every process
sends/receives directly messages only to/from
processes in its communication set.
✷
A distributed method for achieving
multi-synchronization (DMMS): To maintain the synchronous property, l times (rounds)
of sending and receiving messages are needed
by using the communication sets based on a
l-chain-coterie. Here round j of message exchanges means sending messages at Step j and
receiving messages at Step j + 1.
Every process pi executes the following l =
l + 1 steps.
Step 1
When pi becomes idle
send every process in Ci a request message
carrying pi ’s synchronous conditions on the
event
Step 2
On receiving a request message from every process of Ci
let S be the set containing the synchronous
conditions carried by the received messages
and pi ’s own condition;
check whether every pair of elements in S
are satisﬁed as described, in Table 1;
IF
all synchronous conditions are satisﬁed
THEN send a matched (matched-condition) message to every process in
Ci
ELSE send an unmatched message to every process in Ci
Step j (3 ≤ j ≤ l )
On receiving a matched (matched-condition) or
an unmatched message from every process of Ci
IF
all the received messages are
matched and all the matchedconditions carried by the messages
are satisﬁed with each other.
THEN IF
j = l
THEN send a matched (matchedcondition) message to every process in Ci
ELSE execute the event; exit
ELSE IF
j = l
THEN send an unmatched message to every process in Ci
ELSE exit
Lemma 2 Using DMMS, all processes in a
process-set Pk will know whether their local
synchronous conditions are matched or not, by
l rounds of message exchange, with the mes-
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n

sage complexity being O( i=1 | ∪pi ∈sj sj |), if a
l-chain-coterie is available to Pk .
Proof: We ﬁrst discuss the case where the synchronous conditions on ek are not satisﬁed by
all of the processes in a process-set Pk , in which
a l-chain-coterie is employed as communication
structure. In other words, there are some processes which hold the diﬀerent local values or
diﬀerent types of variables. Without loss of the
generality, let pi ’s local synchronous conditions
be diﬀerent from that of pj . We show every
process will know the ek is disabled by l rounds
of message exchanges.
A message sent by pi carrying pi ’s local synchronous conditions will be received by every
process ph in pi ’s communication set, within
one round of message exchanges (i.e., sent
at Step 1 and received at Step 2). Process ph checks whether pi ’s synchronous condition is matched with ph ’s own condition and
other conditions received from other processes,
and sends a matched message carrying the
matched conditions (e.g., the matched-value) or
an unmatched message to every process in ph ’s
communication set, depending on whether the
conditions are matched or not. Similar to ph , a
process will check and send out a matched message carrying the matched synchronous conditions or an unmatched message, on receiving
matched or unmatched messages from all processes in its communication set.
At step l (round l), pj receives either an
unmatched message or matched messages carrying matched conditions which have been
matched with pi ’s local synchronous conditions.
Therefore pj will know the synchronous conditions on ek are not matched, since pj ’s local
conditions doesn’t match pi ’s conditions. In the
same way, pi will know the synchronous conditions on ek are not matched.
Moreover, for every process p in the processset, it will receive either an unmatched message or matched messages including pj ’s and
pi ’s synchronous conditions. That is, p will
know that the synchronous conditions are not
matched.
In the case that the synchronous conditions
on ek are satisﬁed by all of the processes in a
process-set Pk . In other words, there are no
process which holds the diﬀerent local values
or diﬀerent types of variables. From the step 3
through step l (round 2 through l), all received
messages are matched type and conditions carried by all received messages are matched with
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each other, so that every process will know the
ek is enabled by l rounds of message exchanges.
Since every process sends a message to all
other processes in its quorums, the message
complexity to achieve the
nconsensus on synchronous conditions is O( i=1 | ∪pi ∈sj sj |). ✷
3.1.2 A Method for Creating a l-chaincoterie (M CL)
In order to show that a l-chain-coterie can be
indeed created for a process-set and the message
complexity is really improved comparing with
previous researches based on l-chain-coterie, we
present a method for creating a l-chain-coterie.
Similar to the coterie-based approach 9),16) , it
is desired that all processes to send and receive
the same number of messages in a round, to
balance the load and responsibility. In other
words, symmetric l-chain-coterie is desired.
Definition 3 A LCC is said to be symmetric,
if both the following (1) and (2) are satisﬁed.
(1) The number of processes of every quorum
is the same.
(2) The number of quorums, to which every
process belongs, is the same.
✷
From Lemma 2, O(n|si |) messages are required for achieving the consensus on synchronous conditions of a process-set which use
a symmetric l-chain-coterie as a communication
structure, where si is a quorum in LCC.
We give the following method, simply called
M CL, to create a symmetric l-chain-coterie for
a process-set with n processes, in the following
two cases.
 
(1) The case of n = ml , where m is an integer.
S1: Create a m-vertices l-complete hypergraph☆ as an auxiliary graph AG(V, H),
with |V | = m vertices and |H| = n = ml
hyperedges.
Here, by l-complete hypergraph, we mean
there is a hyperedge among every l vertices
of the hypergraph.
In other words, it is

a l-uniform and m−1
l−1 regular hypergraph.
Notice that we use the word “vertices”, to
represent the nodes in the auxiliary graph
to diﬀer from “processes” in the processset.
S2: Associate each process in the process-set
☆

A hypergraph is a pair (V, H), where V is a ﬁnite
set of vertices and H is a set of hyperedges which
are arbitrary nonempty subsets of V . A hypergraph
in which all vertices have the same degree is said to
be regular. A hypergraph in which all hyperedges
contain the same number of vertices is said to be
uniform.
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with a hyperedge of the hypergraph.
Since a process pi corresponds to a hyperedge hi that can be represented with its l
endpoints (vertices) in the auxiliary hypergraph, we represent pi with the set of the
endpoints v(pi ) = {vi1 , vi2 , · · · , vil }, in some
cases, for the convenience of the discussion.
S3: For every l − 1 vertices in AG, a quorum
qi is generated by collecting all processes
whose associated hyperedges share the l −1
vertices as endpoints.
The set of l−1 vertices, denoted with v(qi ),
is called the core of qi .
(2) The case of n = ml .
The case could be dealt with by adding some
virtual processes, similar to the method
in Lak
shman’s
paper 9) . Speciﬁcally, let m−1
<n<
l
m

=
n
.
In
addition
to
n
real
processes
in the
l
process-set, n − n virtual processes are added,
to construct a symmetric l-chain-coterie with
n processes, by using the method in Case (1).
The virtual processes behave almost same as
the real processes, i.e., performing the same algorithm proposed in the paper. Except that the
synchronous conditions of a virtual process are
dummy data which will match with any synchronous conditions of another virtual or real
process.
The method of adding virtual processes
can simply create a symmetric l-chain-coterie,
though the virtual processes send dummy data
which is a waste of network resources. Another possible approach is create near symmetric l-chain-coterie by using much more complex
methods than adding virtual processes.
It is obvious that the number
 m of quorums gen. And the numerated by above method is l−1
ber of processes in a quorum is (m − l + 1).
We show some properties of the created quorums and a symmetric l-chain-coterie is formed
by the quorums, in the rest part of the subsection.
Definition 4 (Distance between two quorums)
The distance between qi and qj is deﬁned as
✷
D(qi , qj ) = l − 1 − |v(qi ) ∩ v(qj )|.
From the deﬁnition, 0 ≤ D(qi , qj ) ≤ l − 1.
Intuitively, the cores of qi and qj share l −
1 − D(qi , qj ) vertices in AG(V, H) and one has
D(qi , qj ) diﬀerent vertices from another. If and
only if D(qi , qj ) = 0, the two quorums are identical.
Lemma 3 When D(qi , qj ) = 1, (1) qi and qj
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have at least one process in common, and (2)
each of qi and qj has at least one process which
is not contained by another.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume
that v(qi ) = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vl−1 } and v(qj ) =
{v2 , v3 , · · · , vl }, which satisfy D(qi , qj ) = 1.
(1) At least the process {v1 , v2 , · · · , vl−1 , vl },
is a process shared by both quorums qi and qj .
Note: In this paper, we say a process p is
shared by two or more sets to mean that p belongs to intersection of the sets. Moreover, a
process p belongs to a set q, iﬀ p ∈ q.
(2) Because of m > l, there is at least
one vertex, say vl+1 in AG, besides vertices
v1 , v2 , · · · , vl . Process {v1 , v2 , · · · , vl−1 , vl+1 }
belongs to qi but not to qj . On the other hand,
process {v2 , v3 , · · · , vl , vl+1 } belongs to qj but
✷
not to qi .
Lemma 4 For an arbitrary pair q1 and qk of
quorums (1 < k ≤ l), such that D(q1 , qk ) = k −
1, there exist quorums qi (1 < i < k), such that
q1 ∩ q2 = φ, · · · , qi−1 ∩ qi = φ, · · · , qk−1 ∩ qk = φ.
Proof: |q1 ∩qk | = l−k due to D(q1 , qk ) = k−1.
Without loss of generality, let
v(q1 ) = {v11 , v12 , · · · , v1k−1 , v k , · · · , v l−1 } and
v(qk ) = {vk1 , vk2 , · · · , vkk−1 , v k , · · · , v l−1 }.
Here, a subscription of a vertex indicates the
identiﬁer of the quorum. The subscriptions of
the vertices which are shared by both q1 and qk
are omitted.
There must exist the following k − 2 diﬀerent
quorums:
v(qi ) = {vi1 , vi2 , · · · , vik−1 , v k , · · · , v l−1 }, · · ·,
where 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, such that
∀vij , i ∈ {2, · · · , k − 1}, j ∈ {1, · · · , k − 1}, vij =
vkj f or i > j, vij = v1j f or i ≤ j.
Because D(qi−1 , qi ) = 1, qi−1 and qi have a
process in common, by Lemma 3 (1). That is,
✷
qj−1 ∩ qj = φ.
Example 1 Let’s consider the case of l = 5,
k = 3, and m ≥ l + 1. Let v(q1 ) = {a, b, x, y}
and v(q3 ) = {c, d, x, y}. Then there must be another quorum whose core is v(q2 ) = {c, b, x, y},
such as D(q1 , q2 ) = 1 and D(q2 , q3 ) = 1.
Proposition 1 A symmetric l-chain-coterie
is formed by the quorums created the method
M CL.
(1) Intersection property is satisﬁed from
Lemma 4.
(2) Minimality property is satisﬁed from
Lemma 3 (2).
Furthermore the l-chain-coterie is symmetric,
since it is created based on a uniform and reg-
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ular hypergraph.
✷
Lemma 5 The number of processes in pi ’s
communication set is l(m − l).  
l
quorums.
Proof: A process pi belongs to l−1
The number of processes, including pi , in every
quorum is m−l +1. So the number of processes
in
 lthe
 union of all the quorums excluding pi is
✷
l−1 × (m − l).
Example 2 Given a process-set with 20 processes, i.e., P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , p20 }. We use our
method to create a symmetric 3 -chain-coterie.
Firstly, a 6 -vertices 3 -complete auxiliary hypergraph AG(V,H) is created, where the vertices set V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 } and the hyperedge set H = {h1 , h2 , · · · , h20 } with
h1 = {v1 , v2 , v3 }, h2 = {v1 , v2 , v4 },
h3 = {v1 , v2 , v5 }, h4 = {v1 , v2 , v6 },
h5 = {v1 , v3 , v4 }, h6 = {v1 , v3 , v5 },
h7 = {v1 , v3 , v6 }, h8 = {v1 , v4 , v5 },
h9 = {v1 , v4 , v6 }, h10 = {v1 , v5 , v6 },
h11 = {v2 , v3 , v4 }, h12 = {v2 , v3 , v5 },
h13 = {v2 , v3 , v6 }, h14 = {v2 , v4 , v5 },
h15 = {v2 , v4 , v6 }, h16 = {v2 , v5 , v6 },
h17 = {v3 , v4 , v5 }, h18 = {v3 , v4 , v6 },
h19 = {v3 , v5 , v6 }, h20 = {v4 , v5 , v6 }.
Secondly, let pi in process-set be associated
with the hyperedge hi . Finally, we have the
cores for creating the quorums as follows.
v(q1 ) = {v1 , v2 }, v(q2 ) = {v1 , v3 }, v(q3 ) =
{v1 , v4 }, v(q4 ) = {v1 , v5 }, v(q5 ) = {v1 , v6 },
v(q6 ) = {v2 , v3 }, v(q7 ) = {v2 , v4 }, v(q8 ) =
{v2 , v5 }, v(q9 ) = {v2 , v6 }, v(q10 ) = {v3 , v4 },
v(q11 ) = {v3 , v5 }, v(q12 ) = {v3 , v6 }, v(q13 ) =
{v4 , v5 }, v(q14 ) = {v4 , v6 }, v(q15 ) = {v5 , v6 }.
Quorums created based on above cores are
shown below. q1 = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }, q2 =
{p1 , p5 , p6 , p7 },
q3 = {p2 , p5 , p8 , p9 }, q4 = {p3 , p6 , p8 , p10 },
q5 = {p4 , p7 , p9 , p10 }, q6 = {p1 , p11 , p12 , p13 },
q7 = {p2 , p11 , p14 , p15 }, q8 = {p3 , p12 , p14 , p16 },
q9 = {p4 , p13 , p15 , p16 }, q10 = {p5 , p11 , p17 , p18 },
q11 = {p6 , p12 , p17 , p19 }, q12 = {p7 , p13 , p18 , p19 },
q13 = {p8 , p14 , p17 , p20 }, q14 = {p9 , p15 , p18 , p20 },
q15 = {p10 , p16 , p19 , p20 }.
The communication sets of processes are:
C1 = {p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 , p6 , p7 , p11 , p12 , p13 },
C2 = {p1 , p3 , p4 , p5 , p8 , p9 , p11 , p14 , p15 },
C3 = {p1 , p2 , p4 , p6 , p8 , p10 , p12 , p14 , p16 },
C4 = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p7 , p9 , p10 , p13 , p15 , p16 },
C5 = {p1 , p2 , p6 , p7 , p8 , p9 , p11 , p17 , p18 },
C6 = {p1 , p3 , p5 , p7 , p8 , p10 , p12 , p17 , p19 },
C7 = {p1 , p4 , p5 , p6 , p9 , p10 , p13 , p18 , p19 },
C8 = {p2 , p3 , p5 , p6 , p9 , p10 , p14 , p17 , p20 },
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Process pi belongs to two process-sets, and
sends and receives messages to/from two communication sets.

C9 = {p2 , p4 , p5 , p7 , p8 , p10 , p15 , p18 , p20 },
C10 = {p3 , p4 , p6 , p7 , p8 , p9 , p16 , p19 , p20 },
C11 = {p1 , p2 , p5 , p12 , p13 , p14 , p15 , p17 , p18 },
C12 = {p1 , p3 , p6 , p11 , p13 , p14 , p16 , p17 , p19 },
C13 = {p1 , p4 , p7 , p11 , p12 , p15 , p16 , p18 , p19 },
C14 = {p2 , p3 , p8 , p11 , p12 , p15 , p16 , p17 , p20 },
C15 = {p2 , p4 , p9 , p11 , p13 , p14 , p16 , p18 , p20 },
C16 = {p3 , p4 , p10 , p12 , p13 , p14 , p15 , p19 , p20 },
C17 = {p5 , p6 , p8 , p11 , p12 , p14 , p18 , p19 , p20 },
C18 = {p5 , p7 , p9 , p11 , p13 , p15 , p17 , p19 , p20 },
C19 = {p6 , p7 , p10 , p12 , p13 , p16 , p17 , p18 , p20 },
C20 = {p8 , p9 , p10 , p14 , p15 , p16 , p17 , p18 , p19 }
3.2 Basic Ideas of the Algorithm
Our basic idea is to employ a symmetric lchain-coterie discussed in Section 3.1.2 as a
communication structure for every process-set.
That is, pi holds a communication set Ci (k) ⊂
Pk for every ek ∈ Ei . Figure 2 shows a process
pi may participate in one of two events ek1 and
ek2 . In other words, pi is shared by two processsets Pk1 and Pk2 . Therefore, pi has two communication sets Ci (k1) and Ci (k2). pi sends/
receives messages to/from those communication
sets directly.
In Step 1 through l , every process-set does
the same as described in DMMS (Section 3.1.1)
in order to guarantee the synchronous property.
At Step l , a process pi may receive matched
messages from all processes of more than one
communication set, which means more than one
event in Ei are enabled.
In such a case, to maintain the exclusive property, a process shared by more than one processset has to select only one event (process-set) to
participate in. The selection has to be fair and
makes progress.
We use a counter-based method to preserve
the exclusion, fairness, and progress properties.
(See Section 4, for the proof that these properties are preserved.) For every event ek in
process pi ’s event-set Ei , a counter cni (k) is
used. Initially, the value of every counter is set
to zero, and it will be increased during the ex-
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ecution of the algorithm.
Selection strategy: Let cni (k) denote pi ’s
counter for event ek ∈ Ei , id(k) be the unique
identiﬁer of ek . We assume that id(k) is given
to ek and a total order is deﬁned on all id(k)’s
in advance. We call the pair of (cni (k), id(k))
the extended identiﬁer of ek .
Process pi selects the event having the minimum (cni (k), id(k)), where
(cni (k), id(k)) < (cni (j), id(j)) iﬀ
cni (k) < cni (j) or
cni (k) = cni (j) and id(k) < id(j)
Moreover, a process which participates in
only one event selects the event.
✷
Event ek can be executed, only when all processes in Pk have selected it. Therefore, a process pi needs to let other processes in processsets sharing the process know its selection, after
it selects an event (process-set) locally. To this
end, pi sends a selected message to the communication set of the selected event. When a
process receives a selected message from every
process in a communication set, it will send a
do message to every process in the set. If all
processes in a process-set select the corresponding event and sends selected messages, every
one will receive a do message, which means the
event is executed, by Step 2l .
In order to guarantee that conﬂicting events
can’t be executed simultaneously, on receiving
a do message, pi executes the event and sends
an unselected message to all processes in its
communication set, except the executed one.
When a process receives an unselected message from a process in a communication set, it
will send an undo message to every process in
the set. If some process in a process-set sends
an unselected message, every process will receive an undo message, which means the event
can’t be executed, by Step 2l .
In order to preserve the fairness property, the
extended identiﬁer of the executed event is required to be changed dynamically to larger than
all its conﬂicting events. The identiﬁer id(k) of
event ek is given in advance and unchanged.
However, cni (k) is changed as follows.
A process pi sends the maximum extended identiﬁer among all events in Ei , i.e.,
maxel ∈Ei ((cni (l), id(l)), carried by the selected
messages, to all processes in Ci (k) in Step l +1.
On receiving a selected(m) from every process
in Cj (k), pj sends a do(m) message to every
process in Cj (k) in Steps l + 2, where the parameter m is the maximum extended identiﬁer
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among pj ’s own maximum extended identiﬁer
and the identiﬁers received in selected messages.
Similarly, from Step l + 3 through Step 2l − 1,
every pj forwards a do(m) message to every process in Cj (k), after taking m to be the maximum one among its own maximum and the
identiﬁers received in do(m) messages in last
step, if all received messages are do(m) messages. In the Step 2l , every process pi executes
the event ek and resets cni (k) to max +1, where
max is the maximum among pi ’s own maximum
and the identiﬁers received.
3.3 Formal Description of the Algorithm
A process pi holds the following variables.
The event-set which pi participates in.
Ei :
Ci (k) : The communication set for event ek ∈
Ei . Here, Ci (k) ⊂ Pk . Pk is a process-set
which participate in ek .
cni (k) : The counter for event ek ∈ Ei .
id(k) : An integer indicating the identiﬁer of
ek ∈ Ei .
Every process pi executes the following steps.
Step 1
When pi becomes idle
for ∀ek ∈ Ei , send a request message, carrying parameters for pi ’s synchronous conditions on ek , to every pj ∈ Ci (k).
Step 2
For ∀ek ∈ Ei , on receiving a request message
from every pj ∈ Ci (k)
let S be the set containing the synchronous
conditions carried by the received messages
and pi ’s own condition;
check whether every pair of elements in S
are satisﬁed (matched), as described in Table 1
IF
all pair of conditions are satisﬁed
THEN send a matched (matched-condition) message to every pj ∈ Ci (k)
ELSE send an unmatched message to every pj ∈ Ci (k)
Step i (3 ≤ i ≤ l )
For every ek ∈ Ei , on receiving a
matched (matched-condition) or an unmatched
message from every pj ∈ Ci (k)
IF
i = l
THEN IF
all the received messages are
matched and all conditions
carried by the received messages are satisﬁed with each
other
THEN send a matched (matched-condition) message to every pro-
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cess in Ci
ELSE send an unmatched message to
every pj ∈ Ci (k)
ELSE Let Mi ⊆ Ei be the set of events, such
that for every ek ∈ Mi the received
messages from all processes in Ci (k) are
matched messages and all conditions
carried by these messages are satisﬁed
with each other
IF
|Mi | ≥ 2
THEN select only one ek ∈ Mi which
has the smallest (cni (k),
id(k));
reject other events in Ei − Mi
ELSE IF |Mi | = 1
THEN select the event in Mi , and reject other events in Ei − Mi
ELSE reject all ek ∈ Ei ;
go to Step 1
Step l + 1
For the selected ek , send a selected(m) message to every process pj ∈ Ci (k), where m =
maxel ∈Ei ((cni (l), id(l)).
Step l + 2
On receiving a selected(m) message or an unselected message from every pj ∈ Ci (k)
IF
all received messages are selected
THEN Let m denote the maximum extended identiﬁer among pi ’s own
maximum extended identiﬁer and
the identiﬁers received in selected(m) messages;
send a do(m ) to every pj ∈ Ci (k)
ELSE send an undo to every pj ∈ Ci (k)
Step i (l + 3 ≤ i ≤ 2l )
On receiving a do(m) message or an undo
message from every pj ∈ Ci (k)
IF
i = 2l
THEN IF
all the received messages are
do(m)
THEN let m be the maximum
among pi ’s own maximum extended identiﬁer and the identiﬁers received in do(m) messages;
send a do(m ) to every process
in Ci
ELSE send an undo to every pj ∈
Ci (k)
ELSE IF
all received messages from
Ci (k) are do(m) messages
THEN let max be the maximum
among pi ’s own maximum extended identiﬁer and the iden-
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tiﬁers received in do(m) messages.
cni (k) = max +1;
For ∀ek ∈ Mi , except ek , reject ek and send an unselected
message to every process pj ∈
Ci (k );
statei = active;
execute ek ;
goto Step 1
ELSE (i.e., some received message
from Ci (k) is undo)
Mi = Mi − {ek };
IF
|Mi | ≥ 2
THEN select another event
ek ∈ Mi , which has
the smallest (cni (k),
id(k));
go to step l + 1;
ELSE IF |Mi | = 1
THEN select the event;
go to step l + 1;
ELSE goto Step 1
4. Properties and Complexity of the
Algorithm
4.1 Properties
We now outline a proof that the algorithm
is correct. That is, we show that the algorithm
maintains the properties of a Multi-Rendezvous
described in Section 2.
Lemma 6 (Synchronous property)
The algorithm preserves that a disabled event
will not be executed by the algorithm.
Proof: Suppose an event ek is disabled, we
show the process-set Pk can’t execute ek . Obviously if some process in Pk has not become
idle, Pk can’t execute the corresponding event.
Suppose all processes in Pk become idle, but the
synchronous conditions on ek are not matched
by all of the processes in Pk . From Lemma 2,
all processes in Pk will know their local synchronous conditions on ek are not matched, by
l rounds of message exchange. A process which
knows the synchronous conditions on ek are not
matched doesn’t select ek to participate in, according to the selection strategy. So every pi
in Pk doesn’t execute ek .
✷
Lemma 7 (Progress property)
The algorithm preserves that if there is an
enabled event, either the event or at least one
of its conﬂicting events will be executed eventually.
Proof: Let’s consider all enabled events and
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their process-sets in a system at a time. We
call two enabled events are neighboring events,
if their process-sets share a common process.
Whether enabled events are selected by processes depends on their extended identiﬁers
which are totally ordered. At least the event
es with the smallest extended identiﬁer will be
selected by all processes in its process-set. After es is executed, we can consider it is removed, since it becomes idle (not longer enabled). Then there exists at least another enabled event et , such that every process of its
process-set makes decision to select or reject it
(see Step l and 2l ). As a result of the decision, the process sends a select or an unselect
message to other processes in the process-set.
The event with the smallest extended identiﬁer
(excluding the removed es ) is such an event.
There are two cases for et . If et is a neighbor of es , the common processes shared by et ’s
and es ’s process-sets will reject et and send
unselected messages to et ’s process-set. Thus
every process in et ’s process-set will eventually
receive an undo and et will be removed without being executed. If et is not a neighbor of
es , it will be selected by all processes in et ’s
process-set, and then executed and removed.
Similarly, every enabled event ei will eventually have a chance that all processes in its
process-set will decide to select or reject ei and
send out a select or an unselect message to
other processes in the set. i.e., ei will not be
postponed forever.
If any one of ei ’s neighboring event is executed, an undo message will be received by every process in ei ’s process-set. Otherwise, a do
message is received, which means ei will be executed.
✷
Lemma 8 (Fairness)
The algorithm preserves that if an event ek
becomes enabled inﬁnitely often, ek will be
eventually executed, assuming that every active
process will eventually become idle☆ .
Proof: When ek ’s process-set tries to participate in ek , either ek or some of its conﬂicting event el will be executed, as discussed in
progress property.
If el ’s extended identiﬁer is smaller than ek ’s,
el will be selected and may be executed. In
such a case, since the common process(es) in
☆

Without the assumption, the fairness is impossible
to be guaranteed, see Ref. 10) for the detail of the
impossibility.
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Pk and Pl participate in el , ek is rejected by
these processes and can’t be executed.
However, when el is executed, el ’s extended
identiﬁer will be changed to a value greater than
ek ’s, in the Step l + 1 through 2l .
Let |N ei| be the number of events which conﬂict with ek . At most, |N ei| times ek becomes
enabled, the extended identiﬁer of ek becomes
the smallest one among the identiﬁers of its conﬂicting events.
When ek becomes enabled again, all processes
in Pk will select ek rather than its conﬂicting
events. Thus ek will be executed eventually.
✷
Lemma 9 (Exclusive property)
The algorithm preserves that conﬂicting
events, whose process-sets share some common
process(es), will not be executed simultaneously.
Proof: A process pi shared by more than one
process-set selects at most one event, say sk (see
Step l ). Process pi sends selected messages to
its communication set corresponding to ek , in
Step l + 1. If other processes in Pk also select ek , a do message will be received by pi and
ek will be executed, at Step 2l . Then pi rejects other events conﬂicting with ek and sends
an unselect message to every process pj in the
communication sets corresponding to these conﬂicting events.
After receiving an unselected message, pj will
send undo messages to its communication set
(see Step l + 2). The undo messages are propagated to all processes in the unselected processsets from Step l + 3 through Step 2l − 1. Thus,
all processes in a process-set will receive an
undo message at Step 2l , if some process (even
one process) in the process-set rejects and sends
an unselected message.
The processes received undo can’t execute the
corresponding event. Thus, no more than one
process-set execute their events simultaneously,
if these process-sets share a common process.
✷
From the above lemmas and the algorithm,
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The algorithm solves the MultiRendezvous Implementation Problem deﬁned
in Section 2, with the synchronous, exclusive,
fairness, and progress properties being satisﬁed.
4.2 Complexity
We show message complexity of the distributed algorithm below. First, we give some
notations. Let N = |P | be the number of pro-
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cesses in a network. Generally, the N processes
form |E| process-sets which participate in |E|
events. Let Nk be the number of processes
of process-set Pk . A communication structure
based on symmetic l-chain-coterie as described
in Section 3.1.2 is used in Pk . A communication
by
set of a process in Pk has l(mk − l) processes
 
Lemma 5, where mk satisﬁes Nk = mlk .
The number of messages required for one
event ek to be executed by process-set Pk is
calculated as follows.
In Step i, 1 ≤ i ≤ l and l + 2 ≤ i ≤ (2l + 1),
every process in the process-set sends a message
to every process in its communication set Ci (k).
The number of processes in Ci (k) is l(mk − l),
thus the number of messages used in Pk for an
execution of ek is:
2
Mk = 2l × Nk × l(m
 k − l) = 2l Nk (mk − l)
mk
Because of Nk = l ,
1/l

O(mk ) = O(Nk )
Thus we obtain
(1+1/l)

O(Mk ) = O(Nk

)

Besides the above messages, a process
shared by Pk and Pl sends messages such as
unselected, undo etc. to processes in Pl . Let
|N ei| be the number of events which may conﬂict with ek and Nmax be the maximum number
of processes of a process-set. In the worst case,
the total message Mk for an execution of an
event ek is
|N ei| · 2l2 Nmax (mmax − l)
|N ei| is generally a constant, Thus we have
(1+1/l)
) = O(N (1+1/l) )
O(Mk ) = O(Nmax

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we ﬁrst presented a deﬁnition
of l-chain-coterie and discussed its properties,
and then gave a method for creating symmetric l-chain-coterie based on a uniform and regular hypergraph. A new eﬃcient distributed
algorithm was developed for implementation of
a Multi-Rendezvous by using the symmetric lchain-coterie as communication structure. The
algorithm preserves synchronous and exclusive
properties of a Multi-Rendezvous. The implementation made by the algorithm is fair and
makes progress.
Our algorithm requires O(N 1+1/l ) messages,
where N is the number of the processes in the
network, as opposed to O(N 2 ) messages needed
in Gao’s approach 2) , and O(N 1.5 ) in Cheng, et
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al.16) . And our algorithm is fully distributed
in the sense it does not use binary-tree 3) or
event manager 4),5) . In addition, it does not use
auxiliary resources such as tokens or forks 4),5) .
Generally, an event does not need participation of all processes in its process-set. It can be
participated by only a subset of its process-set.
How to extend our method to the general case
is left as a future work.
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